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Abstract
The notion of extension of a given Cn-category C by a Cn-algebra A is introduced. In the
commutative case A ¼ CðOÞ; the objects of the extension category are interpreted as ﬁber
bundles over O of objects belonging to the initial category. It is shown that the Doplicher–
Roberts algebra (DR-algebra in the following) associated to an object in the extension of a
strict tensor Cn-category is a continuous ﬁeld of DR-algebras coming from the initial one. In
the case of the category of the hermitian vector bundles over O the general result implies that
the DR-algebra of a vector bundle is a continuous ﬁeld of Cuntz algebras. Some applications
to Pimsner Cn-algebras are given.
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1. Introduction
It is well known that tensor categories play an important role in the theory of
duality. In particular in the basic paper [14], suitable abstract strict tensor Cn-
categories are characterized as duals of compact groups. One of the steps of the
proof of that result is the association of a Cn-algebra, called the DR-algebra, to each
object of the given strict tensor Cn-category. Some of these Cn-algebras have been
studied [6,11,12,18,29] and others are well known [7]; the aim of this work is to start
the study of DR-algebras arising from a certain class of strict tensor Cn-categories,
having not trivial space of intertwiners of the identity object. Such categories have
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already been studied in the context of superselection structures, in the case where the
ﬁxed point algebra of a crossed product has a non-trivial center (see [3] and related
references). The present paper is organized as follows:
In Section 2 some basics are given about strict tensor Cn-categories, DR-algebras
and continuous ﬁelds of Cn-algebras with a circle action. Furthermore some
preliminary results are illustrated.
In Section 3 we introduce a simple procedure for extending a given Cn-category C
by a unital Cn-algebra A: The objects of the extended category CA are projections in
the spatial tensor product A#ðr; rÞ for some object r in C: We give in the
commutative case A ¼ CðOÞ a picture of the extension as the categorical analogue
of a ﬁber bundle over O; and show that it inherits naturally the tensor structure
by C: We also give a description of CCðOÞ in terms of principal bundles, associating
to objects of the extension category elements of suitable cohomology sets
(Proposition 3.5).
In Section 4 we study DR-algebras associated to objects of CA: Our main result is
that in the commutative case they have the structure of continuous ﬁelds of Cn-
algebras, whose ﬁber is given by DR-algebras associated to objects of C (Theorem
4.1). Particular care is given at the case of Hermitian vector bundles, whose
associated DR-algebra is a continuous ﬁeld of Cuntz algebras. We prove that
the isomorphism between the associated DR-algebras does no imply the isomorph-
ism between the vector bundles (Proposition 4.3), so that classiﬁcation questions
arise.
In Section 5 we return to the case in which A is non commutative and investigate
the existence of tensor products on our extension categories. Further structure has to
be added to obtain a tensor product: we need an abstract analogue of the left action
on a Hilbert Cn-bimodule, so we consider homomorphisms of the form
A-A#ðr; rÞ (see [14, Section 1.7]). With a technical assumption (namely the
existence of a unique Cn-norm over ðr; rÞ#algA extending the Cn-norms of the
factors for each object r in C) we construct a tensor product on the extension
category (Proposition 5.2). As an application of the abstract results we characterize
Hilbert Cn-bimodules of the form X ¼ E#ZA; whereZ denotes the center of A and
E is the module of sections of a vector bundle over spectðZÞ; in terms of properties
of the Pimsner Cn-algebra associated to X (Proposition 5.4).
Some of the results in Section 4 have been proved independently (and previously)
by Roberts [31].
2. Preliminaries
2.1. DR-algebras
A detailed exposition of tensor categories can be found in [24]; in [14] strict tensor
Cn-categories with conjugates are considered and illustrated by examples, and the
notion of DR-algebra is introduced (in both references the term monoidal is used
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instead of tensor). More recent developments on strict tensor Cn-categories can be
found in [23]; we refer to this paper for the deﬁnition of conjugates.
To each object r of a strict tensor Cn-category C is canonically associated a Cn-
algebra Or; whose construction we brieﬂy recall. We consider for each k in Z the
Banach space Okr deﬁned by the inductive limit
? !1r ðrr; rrþkÞ !1r ðrrþ1; rrþkþ1Þ !1r ?
having assumed that tensoring on the right with the identity arrow 1r is an isometric
map. Note that O0r is a C
n-algebra. The direct sum 0Or :¼"kOkr; with product given
by composition of arrows and involution induced by the analogue categorical
structure, is a *-algebra. On
0Or is naturally deﬁned a circle action, assigning to each
z in T the map
jzðtkÞ :¼ zktk; ð2:1Þ
where tkAOkr: Such a structure is called a Z-graded C
n-algebra. It can be shown that
there exists a unique Cn-norm on 0Or extending the C
n-norm on O0r such that (2.1)
extends to an automorphic action; the completion Or is called the DR-algebra
associated to r: The isomorphism class of Or does not change as r varies in its
unitary equivalence class (we say hat r is unitarily equivalent to s if there exists
uAðr; sÞ such that un3u ¼ 1r; u3un ¼ 1s): in fact, for each suitable r; kAZ we have the
Banach space isomorphisms
jr;ku : ðrr; rrþkÞ - ðsr; srþkÞ
t / u#
rþk
tun#
r
ð2:2Þ
(in the following, we will adopt this notation also when, more generally,
u3una1s) realizing an isomorphism of Z-graded Cn-algebras and hence a
grading preserving isomorphism at the level of the associated Cn-algebras. In
particular for r ¼ s; the algebra Or is acted upon by the group Ur of unitary arrows
in ðr; rÞ: Or is also naturally equipped with a canonical endomorphism #r obtained by
tensoring on the left with the identity arrow 1r: Note that #r commutes with the
action of Ur:
A similar construction can be done in the more general setting of strict semitensor
Cn-categories (see [11]: roughly speaking, at the level of arrows, only the operation of
tensoring on the right with an identity arrow is allowed), for example the category of
ﬁnitely generated Hilbert bimodules. Examples of DR-algebras are the Cuntz
algebras On; associated to n-dimensional Hilbert spaces with noN (at inﬁnite
dimension the Cuntz algebra ON is strictly contained in the DR-algebra associated
to the Hilbert space, see [5]), the Pimsner Cn-algebras [30,11] associated to Hilbert
bimodules and the algebras OG associated to representations of a compact Lie group
G [12].
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2.2. Continuous fields of Cn-algebras with a circle action
The following deﬁnition for continuous ﬁelds of Banach spaces and Cn-algebras
appears in [20]. Although less general, it has the advantage of being less technical in
comparison with the original one [9,10]. The two deﬁnitions coincide for a compact
base space, that is the case in which we are interested.
Deﬁnition 2.1. A continuous ﬁeld of Banach spaces over a locally compact
Hausdorff space O is a pair ðX ; po : X-XoÞ; where X is a Banach space and
ðpoÞo is a family of surjective Banach space maps indexed by the points of O: The
Banach spaces Xo are called the ﬁbers of X in o: For each x in X the family
ðxo :¼ poðxÞÞo is called the vector ﬁeld associated to x: We require the following
properties:
(1) the norm function o/jjxojj belongs to C0ðOÞ for each xAX ;
(2) for each x in X ; jjxjj ¼ supo jjxojj;
(3) X is a C0ðOÞ-module w.r.t. pointwise multiplication by continuous, vanishing
at inﬁnity maps over O:
The corresponding deﬁnition for continuous ﬁelds of Cn-algebras is analogous. If
ðA; A-AoÞ is a continuous ﬁeld of Cn-algebras then A is called the Cn-algebra of the
field. For further basic notions and terminology (morphisms, local triviality) see the
references above.
We now give a characterization of locally trivial continuous ﬁelds of
Cn-algebras with constant ﬁber Ao  A in terms of the cohomology set
H1ðO; aut AÞ (see [17] for the deﬁnition), where the group of automorphisms
aut A is endowed with the pointwise convergence topology. These classical ideas
were ﬁrst stated in [10, Section 26] for continuous ﬁelds having as ﬁber the
compact operators, but the same argument works in the general case. The proof
of the next theorem, that we omit, is based on usual arguments of
transition functions for ﬁber bundles and makes use of a clutching lemma
([9, 10.1.13]). The hypothesis of connectedness is necessary to ﬁx the ﬁber, and the
compactness of O can be replaced with paracompatness using the deﬁnition by
Dixmier and Douady.
Theorem 2.1. Let O be a compact connected Hausdorff space and A a Cn-algebra.
Then there is a bijective correspondence between the set of isomorphism classes of
locally trivial continuous fields of Cn-algebras with fiber A over O and the cohomology
set H1ðO; aut AÞ:
By a general result [33] we have H1ðSn; GÞ ¼ pn	1ðGÞ=p0ðGÞ for each topological
group G; where Sn denotes the n-sphere and p0ðGÞ is the set of connected
components of G: Thus the classiﬁcation of locally trivial continuous ﬁelds of Cn-
algebras over the n-spheres is equivalent to the homotopy theory of the group of
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automorphisms of the ﬁber. There are several results in this direction in the case of
AF-algebras [27,28,36].1 The next corollaries will be used and illustrated by explicit
examples in the sequel.
Corollary 2.1. With the notation of the previous theorem, let ðA; aÞ be a Cn-dynamical
system over a topological group G. Then a induces a map from H1ðO; GÞ into the
set of isomorphism classes of locally trivial continuous fields of Cn-algebras
with fiber A.
By the previous corollary, the existence of the automorphic action (2.1) and the
well-known isomorphism H1ðO;TÞCH2ðO;ZÞ we deduce the following result:
Corollary 2.2. Let A be a Cn-algebra carrying a strongly continuous T-action by
automorphisms (as in particular a DR-algebra). Then each element of the Cech
cohomology group H2ðO;ZÞ defines a locally trivial continuous field over O with
fiber A.
3. Extensions of Cn-categories
Let C be a Cn-category and A a Cn-algebra with identity 1. Given a pair r; s of
objects in C we consider the space of arrows ðr; sÞ; it has the following structure of a
Hilbert ðs; sÞ–ðr; rÞ-bimodule:
l; s/l3s
s; m/s3m
/s; tSR :¼ sn3tAðr; rÞ
/s; tSL :¼ s3tnAðs; sÞ;
8>><>>: ð3:1Þ
where s; tAðr; sÞ; mAðr;rÞ; lAðs; sÞ: As for example in [21] we construct the
exterior tensor product A#ðr; sÞ; that is a right Hilbert Cn-module over the spatial
tensor product A#ðr; rÞ: In order for more concise notation we write ðr; sÞA :¼
A#ðr; sÞ; while the symbol ðr; sÞAa will indicate the algebraic tensor product. We
also adopt the Sweedler notation x :¼ x1#x2; x1AA; x2Aðr; sÞ for elements of
ðr; sÞA: We now deﬁne a composition law
ðs; tÞAa  ðr; sÞAa-ðr; tÞAa
extending naturally the one deﬁned on C:
yx :¼ y1x1#ðy23x2ÞAðr; tÞAa ; ð3:2Þ
1The author thanks P. Goldstein for drawing his attention to these references.
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where yAðs; tÞAa ; xAðr; sÞAa : With an abuse of notation we also deﬁne an involution
* : ðr; sÞAa-ðs; rÞAa
by setting
ðx1#x2Þn :¼ xn1#xn2 :
The following lemma shows that the extended composition and involution are
bounded, hence deﬁned on the closures of the algebraic tensor products.
Lemma 3.1. Let xAðr; sÞAa ; yAðs; tÞAa : Then
(1) jjxjj2 ¼ jjxnxjj ¼ jjxxnjj;
(2) jjyxjjpjjyjj jjxjj;
(3) jjxjj ¼ jjxnjj:
Proof. (1) It is simply the deﬁnition of the 2-norm in ðr; sÞA as a Hilbert Cn-
bimodule.
(2) It sufﬁces to observe that xnðjjynyjj 	 ynyÞx is positive as an element of ðr; rÞA:
(3) The isometry of the involution is obtained by embedding ðr; sÞA via the
composition law into the space of the bounded ðr; rÞA-linear maps of right Hilbert
Cn-modules from ðr; rÞA into ðr; sÞA: if xAðr; sÞA then xn is the adjoint of x as
Hilbert Cn module map. &
In order to deﬁne the extension category we consider the category *CA having the
same objects of C and arrows ðr; sÞA: The previous lemma implies that *CA is a Cn-
category; we close for subobjects and obtain in this way a Cn-category CA whose
objects are the projections eAðr; rÞA: We call CA the extension of C by A: By
deﬁnition, the spaces of intertwiners in CA are given by
ðe; f Þ :¼ fxAðr; sÞA: xe ¼ fx ¼ xg;
where eAðr; rÞA; fAðs; sÞA: Also by deﬁnition ðe; f Þ is a Hilbert ðe; eÞ–ðf ; f Þ-
bimodule. In particular the following bimodule action of the center Z of A is
deﬁned:
zx :¼ ðz#1sÞx ¼ xz :¼ xðz#1rÞ;
where zAZ; xAðe; f Þ:
In the case in which A is non-unital we deﬁne CA :¼ CAþ ; where Aþ :¼ A"C: This
deﬁnition is motivated by the fact that spaces of intertwiners of an object of a Cn-
category have to be unital Cn-algebras.
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Proposition 3.1. Let C be a Cn-category, A a unital Cn-algebra. Then
(1) CA has subobjects;
(2) if C have direct sums, then so does CA:
Proof. The ﬁrst assertion is obvious. For the second one, let eAðr; rÞA; fAðs; sÞA;
then 1t ¼ v3vn þ w3wn; 1r ¼ vn3v; 1s ¼ wn3w for some object t in C and we can
deﬁne the isometries ve :¼ 1#v  e; wf :¼ 1#w  f : Thus the projection g :¼ vevne þ
wf w
n
fAðt; tÞA is a direct sum of e and f : &
Before we state some simple functorial properties of the above construction let us
introduce the following terminology: a functor between two Cn-categories is said to
be a Cn-functor if commutes with the involutions and the maps induced on the spaces
of arrows are bounded and linear.
Proposition 3.2. The operation C; A-CA of assigning an extension to a Cn-category
depends covariantly on the Cn-algebra and covariantly (contravariantly) on the
category, corresponding to covariant or contravariant Cn-functors on C:
Proof. Let C be a Cn-category, f : A-B a Cn-algebra morphism. We construct a
pullback Cn-functor f
*
: CA-CB: Now there exists, for each object r in C; the Cn-
algebra morphism
f#idðr;rÞ : ðr; rÞA-ðr; rÞB;
we deﬁne f
*
ðeÞ :¼ f#idðr;rÞðeÞ: Now, as jjf#idðr;rÞðxÞjjpjjxjj for each x in ðr; rÞA;
we deﬁne the bounded linear maps
f
*
: ðr;sÞA-ðr; sÞB
by setting
f
*
ða#sÞ :¼ fðaÞ#s:
By deﬁnition f
*
ðyxÞ ¼ f
*
ðyÞf
*
ðxÞ; so that f
*
ðe; f ÞCðf
*
ðeÞ;f
*
ðf ÞÞ: Let now
F :C1-C2 be a C
n-functor; we want to deﬁne a Cn-functor F :CA1-C
A
2 : We observe
ﬁrst that for each object r in C1 the Cn-algebra morphism
idA#F : ðr; rÞA-ðFr; FrÞB
is induced, so we deﬁne
F Ae :¼ ðidA#FÞðeÞ:
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Again, as idA#F is bounded, we ﬁnd that the maps
FAðx1#x2Þ :¼ x1#Fðx2Þ;
where x :¼ x1#x2Aðr; sÞAa ; can be extended to ðr; sÞA: It is trivial to check that
composition and involution are preserved. The proof for contravariant Cn-functors
follows the same lines by using Cn-algebra antihomomorphisms. &
Corollary 3.1. If C has direct sums, every pullback Cn-functor f
*
:CA-CA preserves
direct sums in CA:
Proof. Let e; f be objects in CA: With the notation used in the proof of Proposition
3.1, it sufﬁces to verify that f
*
ðvevne þ wewne Þ is a direct sum of f* ðeÞ;f* ðf Þ: &
In order to emphasize a topological point of view we will adopt in the following
the notation CO to indicate the extension of C by a commutative Cn-algebra A ¼
CðOÞ; in the same spirit we write ðr; sÞO :¼ ðr; sÞCðOÞCCðO; ðr; sÞÞ for each pair of
objects r; s in C: Let j :O0-O be a continuous map of compact Hausdorff spaces.
Applying the previous proposition we get a pullback functor j
*
:CO-CO
0
: If j is
the inclusion fog+O we call the associated functor the fiber functor of CO over o
and use the notation o
*
:CO-Co: o
*
associates to objects and arrows of CO;
regarded as continuous maps, their evaluation in o: Note that by deﬁnition Co is
isomorphic to the closure for subobjects of C:
Proposition 3.2 fails for multifunctors. Let in fact F :C1  C1-C2 be a Cn-
functor; proceeding with the same argument we could try to deﬁne a map
F A : ðr; sÞAa  ðr0; s0ÞAa-ðFðr; r0Þ; Fðs; s0ÞÞAa
by the expression
FAðx1#x2; x01#x02Þ :¼ x1x01#Fðx2; x02Þ: ð3:3Þ
In order to verify that this map preserves the composition, let xAðr; sÞAa ;
x0Aðr0; s0ÞAa ; yAðs; tÞAa ; y0Aðs0; t0ÞAa : Then we have
FAðyx; y0x0Þ ¼ y1x1y01x01#Fðy2; y02Þ3Fðx2; x02Þ;
however,
FAðy; y0ÞF Aðx; x0Þ ¼ y1y01x1x01#Fðy2; y02Þ3Fðx2; x02Þ
so that unless A is commutative there is no natural way to deﬁne FA: We specialize
for the moment our discussion to the commutative case, but will return to the general
case in the subsequent section.
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Proposition 3.3. Let C be a Cn-category, O a compact Hausdorff space. Then
(1) Each Cn-functor F :C1  C1-C2 induces a Cn-functor FO :CO1  CO1-CO2 :
(2) CO is a strict tensor Cn-category if C itself is so; the space of intertwiners of the
identity object iO :¼ 1#1i in CO is ðiO; iOÞCCðOÞ#ði; iÞ; where i is the identity object
in C:
(3) CO is symmetric if C is symmetric.
(4) If C has conjugates, then so does CO:
Proof. The computation above shows that map (3.3) preserves the com-
position of arrows in CO: Using commutativity of CðOÞ it is also veriﬁed that FO
preserves the involution. Now, thanks to the Cn-identity, in order to verify that FO
is bounded, it sufﬁces to show this just in the case where the domain object
coincides with the codomain. We note that the map s/Fðs; 1sÞ deﬁnes
a morphism ðr; rÞ-ðFðr; sÞ; Fðr; sÞÞ; that we extend to a morphism
FOr : ðr; rÞO-ðFðr; sÞ; Fðr; sÞÞO tensoring by the identity on CðOÞ: Thus, for
xAðr; rÞO; the inequality jjFOr ðxÞjjpjjxjj holds. Now for xAðr; rÞOa ; yAðs; sÞOa
we have
FOðx; yÞ ¼ FOðx; 1sÞFOð1r; yÞ ¼ FOr ðxÞFOs ðyÞ;
so that
jjFOðx; yÞjjpjjxjj jjyjj:
Thus, we can extend FO to ðr; sÞO and deﬁne, for each pair e; f in CO; the object
FOðe; f Þ in CO2 that can be expressed conveniently by the following formal
expression:
FOðe; f Þ :¼ e1f1#Fðe2; f2Þ:
We pass now to prove the second point. We deﬁne the tensor product on CO as the
Cn-functor
ef :¼ e1f1#e2  f2
induced by the tensor product on C; with an abuse of notation, we write
x  y :¼ x1y1#x2  y2
to indicate the tensor product of arrows in CO: By (1), the only properties we have to
prove are strict associativity and the existence of an identity object. Strict
associativity follows by using the strict associativity of the tensor product of arrows
in C: For the symmetry, we deﬁne
yOðe; f Þ :¼ 1#yðr; sÞ  e  f
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(in the previous expression we regarded e; f as the identity arrows of ðe; eÞ; ðf ; f Þ); the
properties of symmetry are veriﬁed with direct computations. For the existence of
conjugates, we observe that eCO as deﬁned at the beginning of this section obviously
has conjugates. Then we apply [23, Theorem 2.4], where it is shown that each
subobject of an object having conjugates itself has conjugates. &
The following result emphasizes a geometrical interpretation of CO: Roughly
speaking, we can say that while a Cn-category is the categorical analogue of a Cn-
algebra, CO is an example of the categorical analogue of a continuous ﬁeld of Cn-
algebras.
Proposition 3.4. Let C be a Cn-category closed for subobjects, O a compact Hausdorff
space. Then
(1) each object e in CO defines, via the fiber functors o
*
:CO-C; a family feogoAO
of objects in C; called the fibers of e;
(2) the involution on CO is defined fiberwise, i.e. *3o* ¼ o* 3* for each oAO;
(3) for each e; f objects in CO; the space of arrows ðe; f Þ defines a locally trivial
continuous field of Banach spaces
fðe; f Þ;o
*
: ðe; f Þ-ðeo; foÞg; ð3:4Þ
over O; with fibers the spaces of intertwiners ðeo; foÞ of the fibers of e; f in C:
(4) if C is strict tensor the tensor product defined on CO induces on the spaces of
arrows morphisms of continuous fields of Banach spaces.
Proof. The ﬁrst and second points are obvious. For the third point, note that
eAðr; rÞO; fAðs; sÞO can be regarded as continuous functions o/eðoÞ; f ðoÞ: Then
we consider in C the subobjects eo :¼ o* ðeÞ; fo :¼ o* ðf Þ deﬁned by eðoÞ; f ðoÞ; and
prove that (3.4) is a continuous ﬁeld of Banach spaces. If xAðe; f ÞCðr; sÞO then the
continuous function o/xðoÞ is deﬁned; we put xo :¼ o* ðxÞAðeo; foÞ and observe
that ðeo; foÞ is isometrically isomorphic as a Banach space to ðeðoÞ; f ðoÞÞCðr; sÞ
via the map s/wosv
n
o; where sAðeo; foÞ; vnovo ¼ 1eo ; vovno ¼ eo; wnowo ¼ 1fo ;
wow
n
o ¼ fo: Thus
jjxojj ¼ jjxðoÞjj ð3:5Þ
and the function o/jjxojj is continuous. Equality (3.5) implies also that jjxjj ¼
supo jjxojj: We already know that ðe; f Þ is a Banach CðOÞ-module, so have proved
that (3.4) is a continuous ﬁeld of Banach spaces. We postpone the proof of local
triviality until the next lemma. Finally, we have to prove that the map x; y/x 
y; xAðe; e0Þ; yAðf ; f 0Þ preserves the ﬁbers, i.e. o
*
ðx  yÞ ¼ o
*
ðxÞ  o
*
ðyÞ; but this
is obvious regarding x; y as continuous map and recalling the deﬁnition of the ﬁber
functor. &
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Lemma 3.2 (Local triviality). Let e; f be objects in CO: Then
(1) if the maps o/eðoÞ; f ðoÞ are constant there exist objects r0; s0 in C such that
there is an isomorphism of continuous fields of Banach spaces ðe; f ÞCðr0;s0ÞO;
(2) each point o in O admits a neighborhood U such that there is an isomorphism of
continuous fields of Banach spaces ðe; f ÞjUCðeo; foÞU :
Proof. We deﬁne r0 :¼ eo; s0 :¼ fo: By hypothesis there exist isometries
vAðr; r0Þ; wAðs; s0Þ intertwining e; f with the units arrows 1r0 ; 1s0 : Thus the map
x/wxvn; xAðe; f Þ; deﬁnes the isomorphism between ðe; f Þ and ðr0; s0ÞO: For the
second point, since eAðr; rÞO; fAðs; sÞO; for each o there exists a closed
neighborhood U such that jjeðoÞ 	 eðo0Þjj; jjf ðoÞ 	 f ðo0Þjjpdo1; o0AU : This
implies that ejU ; f jU and the constant maps eU :¼ eðoÞ; fU :¼ f ðoÞ are Murray–Von
Neumann equivalent as elements of the Cn-algebras ðr; rÞU ; ðs; sÞU : Applying
(1), since eU ; fU are constant maps, there must be an isomorphism
ðe; f ÞjUCðeo; foÞU : &
Some examples of extension categories follow.
Example 3.1. The category of ﬁnite-dimensional Hilbert spaces is a tensor Cn-
category if endowed with the usual tensor product. To get an equivalent strict tensor
Cn-category we proceed as in [14] and consider the category Hilb with objects the
positive integers nAN and arrows the spaces of n  m matrices ðn; mÞ :¼Mn;m: The
tensor product on objects is the multiplication, while on arrows it is deﬁned by the
‘‘lexicographical’’ product for matrices (see for example [14, Section 1.4]). The
extension HilbO is the category of projective, ﬁnitely generated CðOÞ-modules hence,
by the Swan–Serre theorem [34], equivalent to the category of Hermitian vector
bundles over O: In the non-commutative case we get the ﬁnitely generated projective
(right) Hilbert A-modules.
Example 3.2. Let Gˆ be the category of unitary, ﬁnite dimensional, continuous
representations of a compact group G: Each object ðn; uÞ in Gˆ is a topological group
map G-Un into the unitary group of the n-dimensional matrices. An object in Gˆ
O is
a projection eu in Mn#CðOÞ that commutes with the action of G induced by u and,
given ðn; uÞ; ðm; vÞ objects in Gˆ ; the intertwiners tAðeu; fvÞ are continuous functions
from O into the space of n  m matrices and satisfy the relations t ¼ teu ¼ fvt; vgt ¼
tug for each gAG: Hence we get the category of G-Hermitian vector bundles with
trivial action of G over the base space O [2, Section 1.6]; [14, Section 1.6]. The non-
commutative analogue is given by the ﬁnitely generated projective Hilbert A-
modules carrying a unitary representation of G:
Example 3.3. We can generalize the previous example by considering the category of
ﬁnite-dimensional (co)representations of a unital Hopf Cn-algebra ðA;DÞ; i.e. a
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compact quantum group in the sense of Woronowicz (see for example the
introductory paper [25] and related references). This is a strict tensor Cn-category
having direct sums, subobjects and conjugates. The objects are given by pairs ðn; uÞ;
where uAMn#A satisﬁes
DðulmÞ ¼
X
k
ulk#ukm;
while an arrow x from ðn; uÞ to ðm; vÞ is an n  m matrix such that vð1#xÞ ¼
ð1#xÞu: An object in the extension category over O is then a Hermitian vector
bundle E carrying an injective comodule action by A; in the sense explained below:
the tensor product E#A is naturally endowed with the structure of a vector A-
bundle in the sense of [26]. Then a vector bundle morphism ju :E-E#A is induced,
deﬁned ﬁberwise by setting
juðxoÞ :¼ uðxo#1Þ; ð3:6Þ
where oAO; xoAEoCC
n: Now tensoring again with A we obtain a vector A#A-
bundle and idE#D induces a vector bundle morphism E#A-E#A#A: Then we
have the identity
ðidE#DÞju ¼ ðju#idAÞju:
Note that similar comodule actions over vector bundles can be deﬁned more
generally for continuous ﬁelds of Hopf Cn-algebras.
Example 3.4. Let A be a unital Cn-algebra with trivial center. Then the category
end A [14], having as objects the endomorphisms of A and arrows
ðr; sÞ ¼ ftAA: trðaÞ ¼ sðaÞt; aAAg
is a strict tensor Cn-category if endowed with the tensor structure given by the
composition of endomorphisms and tensor product on arrows deﬁned by r  s :¼
rrðsÞ ¼ r0ðsÞr; rAðr; r0Þ; sAðs; s0Þ: We consider the extension category endO A
having as objects the projections in ðr; rÞO: Let rAendA such that the space of
intertwiners ði; rÞ is a not null Hilbert space in A (in the sense of [13]); given an object
e in endO A we can regard it as a projection on ði; rÞO and get in this way the
continuous ﬁeld of Hilbert spaces He :¼ eði; rÞO; embedded as a CðOÞ-bimodule in
CðOÞ#A in the sense of [11]. Now if ði; rÞ is ﬁnite dimensional He is ﬁnitely
generated as CðOÞ-bimodule; thus, given a set of generators fckg ofHe; there exists
an endomorphism re of CðOÞ#A deﬁned (independently from the choice of the
ck’s) by the map a/
P
k ckac
n
k; aACðOÞ#A: Note that re is a CðOÞ-module map.
Our purpose is now to give a description of the objects of CO in terms of principal
bundles, giving a categorical version of well-known facts about vector bundles, such
as the Swan–Serre Theorem. In the following, C will denote a Cn-category
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closed for subobjects. In order to simplify the exposition we will assume that O is
connected.
Lemma 3.3. Let e be an object in CO: Then for each o;o0AO the associated fibers
eo; eo0 are unitarily equivalent in C:
Proof. By compactness of O and continuity of e there exists, using the argument of
the local triviality lemma, a ﬁnite open cover fOig such that eðoÞ and eðo0Þ are
Murray–Von Neumann equivalent as elements of ðr; rÞ if o and o0 belong to the
same Oi: Now there must exist some o00 belonging to Oij; so that the Murray–Von
Neumann equivalence class of eðoÞ is constant as o varies in Oi,Oj : O being
connected, we obtain that eðoÞ and eðo0Þ are equivalent for each o;o0; so there exists
an isometry vo0;o such that vo0;ov
n
o0;o ¼ eðo0Þ; vno0;ovo0;o ¼ eðoÞ: The claim of the
lemma now follows observing that, by deﬁnition of eo; eðoÞ ¼ wnowo; 1eo ¼ wowno;
so that uo0;o :¼ wo0vo0;owno is a unitary arrow in ðeo; eo0 Þ: &
Deﬁnition 3.1. Let eAðr; rÞO be an object in CO: A trivialization of e is a family
ðr0; fOi; vigiÞ where r0 is an object in C; fOig is an open cover of O and viAðr; r0ÞOi
satisfy the relations ejOi ¼ vni vi; 1r0 ¼ vivni :
Lemma 3.4. Let e be an object in CO:
(1) e admits a trivialization ðr0; fOi; vigiÞ:
(2) There is a continuous map aij :Oij :¼ Oi-Oj-ðr0; r0Þ such that aijanij ¼ anijaij ¼
1r0 in Oij ; aijajk ¼ aik in Oijk:
(3) The equivalence class of ðfOig; faijgÞ in H1ðO;Ur0Þ does not depend on the choice
of the trivialization of e.
Proof. The existence of the trivialization follows by local triviality and the previous
lemma. Now given the trivialization ðr0; fOi; vigiÞ; aij :¼ vivnj then satisﬁes the
conditions required in the second point. Regarding the last point, we ﬁx a ﬁber
r0 of e and consider two trivializations ðr0; fOi; vigiÞ; ðr0; fO0l ; v0lglÞ; deﬁning
aij :¼ vivnj ; a0lm :¼ v0lv0nm : Then aij ¼ uila0lmunjm; where uil ¼ viv0nl : &
Proposition 3.5. Let C be a Cn-category closed for subobjects and O a connected,
compact Hausdorff space. Then for each object e in CO there exists an object r0 in C;
defined up to unitary equivalence, and an element dðeÞ in the cohomology set
H1ðO;Ur0Þ: Two objects e and f in CO are unitarily equivalent if and only if
dðeÞ ¼ dðf Þ:
Proof. Deﬁne dðeÞ to be the class in H1ðO;Ur0Þ of the cocycles coming from
trivializations of e: If e ¼ vvn and f ¼ vnv are unitarily equivalent then we can choose
the same ﬁber r0 for e and f ; and if ðfOig; faij :¼ vivnj gÞ is a cocycle for e; then
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ðr0; fOi; vivgiÞ is a trivialization of f deﬁning the cocycle vivvnvnj ¼ aij so that dðeÞ ¼
dðf Þ: Let now e and f be such that dðeÞ ¼ dðf Þ: Then there are two equivalent
cocycles ðfOig; faij :¼ vivnj gÞ; ðfO0lg; fa0lm :¼ v0lv0nmgÞ associated respectively to e and f ;
and there exist continuous maps uil from Oi-O0l into Ur0 such that vivnj ¼ uilv0lv0nmunjm:
We deﬁne wil :¼ v0nl unilviAðe; f ÞjOi-O0l ; then wnilwil ¼ ejOi-O0l ; wilwnil ¼ f jOi-O0l and
wil jOij-O0lm ¼ wjmjOij-O0lm so that we can clutch together the wil ’s and obtain an
isometry w intertwining e and f : &
4. Continuous ﬁelds of DR-algebras
In this section we prove the main result about the interpretation of DR-algebras
associated to objects in CO as continuous ﬁelds of Cn-algebras. We state the result
for CO; but the argument works without substantial changes for ‘‘continuous ﬁelds
of Cn-categories’’ satisfying the properties stated in Proposition 3.4. We will assume
in the rest of this section that C has subobjects. The following lemma states a
sufﬁcient condition to be the tensoring with the unit arrow an isometric map; recall
that we need this property to construct the inductive limits structures in the DR-
algebra.
Lemma 4.1. Let eAðr; rÞO be an object in CO: If jjsjj ¼ jjs  1eo jj for each fiber eo of
e; sAðs; s0Þ; then jjx  ejj ¼ jjxjj for each xAðf ; f 0ÞCðs; s0ÞO:
Proof. By Proposition 3.4 follows that for each oAO there exist isometries vo; wo
providing an (isometric) Cn-algebra isomorphism
ððfeÞðoÞ; ðf 0eÞðoÞÞ-ðfoeo; f 0oeoÞ
yðoÞ/vo  wo  yðoÞ  vno  wno
so that
jjxðoÞ  eðoÞjj2 ¼ jjxðoÞnxðoÞ  eðoÞjj
¼ jjvo  wo  xðoÞnxðoÞ  eðoÞ  vno  wnojj
¼ jjvoxðoÞnxðoÞvno  1ro jj
¼ jjvoxðoÞnxðoÞvnojj ¼ jjxðoÞjj2:
This proves the lemma. &
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In the case in which the isometry of tensoring on the right with a unit arrow
is not veriﬁed we can quotient as in [14, Section 4] for each ﬁber, so that
the hypothesis of the previous lemma is satisﬁed. In the following we assume
that e satisﬁes the hypothesis of the previous lemma. We start by stating a triviality
result.
Lemma 4.2. If e is a constant map then there is a Cn-algebra isomorphism
OeDCðOÞ#Or0 :
Proof. By the ﬁrst point of the local triviality lemma there exists an isometry
vAðr; r0Þ and a family of Banach space isomorphisms jkv :¼ ðjr;kv Þr; deﬁned by
jr;kv ðxÞ :¼ vrþkxv* rAðrr0; rrþk0 Þ;
where xAðer; erþkÞ: Hence jkv deﬁnes an isomorphism of Z-graded Cn-algebras
0OeD"
k
ðCðOÞ#Okr0Þ: &
Lemma 4.3. For each kAZ; Oke has the structure of a locally trivial continuous field of
Banach spaces ðOke ;o* :Oke-OkeoÞ:
Proof. Tensoring on the right with e gives the isometric embedding of continuous
ﬁelds of Banach spaces
ðer; erþkÞ - ðerþ1; erþkþ1Þ
x / x  e
and we have the commutative diagram
so that the evaluation over o is well deﬁned for Oke :
o
*
:Oke-O
k
eo
:
The properties of continuous ﬁelds of Banach spaces are naturally inherited by the
continuous ﬁelds ðer; erþkÞ: For local triviality, it sufﬁces to note the compatibility of
the local charts deﬁned above with the inductive limit structure. &
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Let now S be a subset of O; we deﬁne 0Oe;S :¼ fOke;SgkAZ; where
Oke;S :¼ ðxoÞoASA
Y
oAS
Okeo ; xAO
k
e
( )
:
Since jjxojjpjjxjj on each Oke;S the norm jjxjjS :¼ supoAS jjxojj is deﬁned, so that Oke;S
has the structure of a Z-graded Cn-algebra. We indicate the associated Cn-algebra
with the notation Oe;S; it is naturally equipped with the evaluation morphisms
poðxÞ :¼ xoAOeo ; xAOe;S:
We now observe that the ﬁber functor o
*
:CO-C induces, by Doplicher and
Roberts [14, Theorem 5.1], a Cn-algebra morphism
Oe - Oeo
x / xo:
By abuse of notation we denote this morphism by o
*
: The following lemma will
imply the local triviality of the continuous ﬁeld deﬁned by Oe:
Lemma 4.4. For each o0 in O there are a neighborhood U of o0; an isomorphism
aU : Oe;U-Cð %UÞ#Oeo0 and a family ðaoÞoAU of isomorphisms ao : Oeo-Oeo0 such
that, for each oAU ; ao3po ¼ o* 3aU :
Proof. The existence of aU follows by the previous lemmas and the isomorphism is
constructed with an isometry vUAðr; rÞU such that vnU vU ¼ ejU ; vU vnU ¼ eðo0Þ: We
have also, for each o; isometries wo; w0o implementing the following Banach space
isomorphisms:
the map deﬁned by the upper horizontal arrow providing the isomorphism ao that,
by construction, satisﬁes the condition required. &
Corollary 4.1. For each x in Oe; the norm function o/jjxojj is continuous, and jjxjj ¼
jjxjjO :¼ supo jjxojj:
Proof. Let o0AO; then for o in a suitable neighborhood of o0
jjxojj ¼ jjaoxojj ¼ jjðaU xÞðoÞjj
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and the last term is a continuous function as o varies in U : To prove the result about
the norm of x it sufﬁces to check that jj  jjO has the required property w.r.t. the circle
action. But it is obvious that jj  jjO ¼ jjjz3  jjO; zAT: &
The previous results imply the following
Theorem 4.1. Let C be a strict tensor Cn-category closed for subobjects, O a compact
Hausdorff space. If e is an object in CO; then Oe is the C
n-algebra of a locally trivial
continuous field ðOe;o * : Oe-OeoÞ; where each Oeo is the DR-algebra of an object
eoAC: If e; f are unitarily equivalent objects in CO; then the associated Cn-algebras are
isomorphic as continuous fields.
Recall that by Proposition 3.5 every object e in CO is described up to unitary
equivalence by an element of a cohomology set H1ðO;UrÞ: Now (see Section 2), for
each object r in C the canonical Cn-dynamical system ðj;OrÞ over Ur is deﬁned. By
Corollary 2.1 there is an application j
*
from H1ðO;UrÞ into H1ðO; aut OrÞ: We have
the following:
Proposition 4.1. Let C be a strict tensor Cn-category closed for subobjects, O a
connected, compact Hausdorff space.
(1) The element of H1ðO; aut OrÞ defined by Oe is j
*
ðdðeÞÞ:
(2) For each couple of objects e; f in CO; OeDOf iff j
*
ðdðeÞÞ ¼ j
*
ðdðf ÞÞ:
Proof. Let ðr; fOi; vigiÞ be a trivialization of e deﬁning the cocycle aij :¼ vivnj ;
then the trivialization ji : OejOi-CðOiÞ#Or; with jiðxÞ :¼ jr;kvi ðxÞ; xAðer; erþkÞ; is
induced on Oe: Thus ðfOig; f#aij :¼ jij	1j gÞ is a cocycle for Oe and for sAðrr; rrþkÞ
we have
#aijðoÞs ¼jr;kviðoÞj
r;k
vn
i
ðoÞðsÞ
¼ vrþki ðoÞv*
rþk
j ðoÞsvrj ðoÞv*
r
i ðoÞ
¼ ðvivnj ðoÞÞrþksðvivnj ðoÞÞ* r
¼jðaijðoÞÞs:
This completes the proof of the ﬁrst statement. The second follows by
Theorem 2.1. &
The basic example to illustrate the previous results is given by the category of
Hermitian vector bundles over a compact Hausdorff space O: In this case Theorem
4.1 implies that the DR-algebra OE of a Hermitian vector bundle E is the C
n-algebra
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of a continuous ﬁeld of Cuntz algebras over O: We give here a brief description of
such algebras, postponing a detailed study to a successive work.
We start by considering the spaces of arrows ðEr;ErþkÞ between tensor powers of
E; recall that by general facts [14, 4.3; 23] there is a natural identiﬁcation
ðEr;ErþkÞCðsrE; srþkE Þ :¼ fxAOE: xsrEðyÞ ¼ srþkE ðyÞx; yAOEg; ð4:1Þ
where sE is the canonical endomorphism on OE: In the case r ¼ 0 we have the
trivial bundle i :¼ O C; so that ði;EÞ can be regarded as the module of
continuous section of E and is generated by a ﬁnite set fclAði;EÞ; l ¼ 1;y; Ng:
Now, each element of a ﬁber of E being the evaluation of a section at a point o;
we have
xo ¼
X
l
clðoÞ/clðoÞ; xoS;
where xoAEo: This fact is translated in the following relation on the cl ’s as elements
of OE: X
l
clc
n
l ¼ 1: ð4:2Þ
Note that every ðEr;EsÞ has a natural structure of a CðOÞ–CðOÞ-bimodule by
considering the coinciding left and right actions given by multiplication with
continuous functions over O: In particular ði;EÞ is a Hilbert CðOÞ–CðOÞ-bimodule.
We have the following
Proposition 4.2. Let E be a Hermitian vector bundle over a compact space O; fclgNl¼1
a finite set of generators for ði;EÞ: Then:
(1) each ðEr;ErþkÞ is generated as a right CðOÞ-module by the sets
fcJcnI ;cIAði;ErÞ;cJAði;ErþkÞg;
(2) OE is the Pimsner C
n-algebra generated by ði;EÞ and CðOÞ;
(3) OE is nuclear;
(4) the canonical endomorphism is inner, i.e. for each xAOE
sEðxÞ ¼
X
l
clxc
n
l :
Proof. (1) Identity (4.2) implies that
P
I cIc
n
I ¼ 1 where cI :¼ ci1ycirAði;ErÞ:
Hence for tAðEr;ErþkÞ we get t ¼PI ;J cIcnI TIJ ; where TIJ :¼ cnJtcIAði; iÞCCðOÞ:
(2) By (1) it follows that OE is generated as a C
n-algebra by ði;EÞ:
(3) By Dykema and Shlyakhtenko [8] OE is exact, so that (see [20]) for every C
n-
algebra A the maximal and spatial tensor products OE#maxA; OE#A each have a
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natural structure of a continuous ﬁeld with ﬁber respectively OnðoÞ#maxA; OnðoÞ#A;
where nðoÞ is the rank of E in o: Since OnðoÞ is nuclear the maximal and spatial norms
coincide over the algebraic tensor product of OE by A:
(4) As ði;EÞ ¼ ði; sEÞ we ﬁnd that sEðtÞcl ¼ cl t for each tAOE: Then we
apply (4.2). &
We recall that if ACB is an inclusion of Cn-algebras a Hilbert A-module in B [11] is
given by a subspace X of B closed under right multiplication by elements of A and
such that xnyAA; x; yAX: If there is a ﬁnite set fxlgCX such that, with p ¼P
l xlx
n
l ; x ¼ px for each xAX then p is a projection, called the support of X; and we
say that fxlg generates X as a Hilbert A-module. By this deﬁnition it follows that
ði;EÞ is a ﬁnitely generated CðOÞ-module in OE with support the identity. The
previous proposition implies
Corollary 4.2. Let E;F be Hermitian vector bundles over O:
(1) If OE is isomorphic to OF then ði;FÞ appears embedded in OE as a CðOÞ-module
with support the identity.
(2) If ði;FÞ is a Hilbert CðOÞ-module in OE with support the identity then there is an
isometric embedding OF+OE:
The description of OE as the C
n-algebra generated by the module of continuous
section of E supplies a picture in terms of generators and relations. Each set of
generators fclg of ði;EÞ; regarded in OE; satisﬁes the relationsP
l
clc
n
l ¼ 1;
cnl cm ¼ elm1;
8<: ð4:3Þ
where elmACðOÞ: Note that (4.3) implies that ðelmÞAMN#CðOÞ is a projection, in
fact the projection associated to E as a subbundle of O CN : We can use (4.3) as
starting point to give an alternative proof of the fact that each projection
eAMN#CðOÞ deﬁnes a continuous ﬁeld of Cuntz algebras. We proceed on the
line of [22] and generalize in the following way: let O be a compact Hausdorff space,
Wn the free *-algebra with identity 1 generated by n symbols w1;y; wn: Then we
can consider the *-algebra CðOÞ#Wn with certain relations r1;y; rk over
1CðOÞ#w1;y; 1CðOÞ#wn: Since r1;y; rk are relations in CðOÞ#Wn; they deﬁne,
for each oAO; a set of relations r1ðoÞ;y; rkðoÞ on Wn; hence a Cn-algebra Ao
obtained by closing Wn=friðoÞg with respect a suitable Cn-norm jj jjo (see [22] for
details). Now, by evaluating continuous functions on o; each element x of the *-
algebra ðCðOÞ#WnÞ=frig deﬁnes a vector ﬁeld fxoAWn=friðoÞgg: If one shows
that the norm function o/jjxojjo is continuous, the Cn-norm jjxjj :¼ supo jjxojjo
on ðCðOÞ#WnÞ=frig can be deﬁned, obtaining a Cn-algebra A endowed with
natural morphisms po : A-Ao: Hence ðA; po : A-AoÞ is a continuous ﬁeld of Cn-
algebras over O: We now regard at (4.3) as a set of relations on CðOÞ#WN : then it
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is easily veriﬁed that relations (4.3) evaluated in o are equivalent to the relations
deﬁning the Cuntz algebra implemented by no :¼ rankðeðoÞÞ isometries fskðoÞgnok¼1
obtained as an orthonormal base of the vector space spanned by the symbols
at the point o: Thus the Cn-algebra obtained at o is the Cuntz algebra Ono : The
last thing we have to verify to get a continuous ﬁeld is the continuity of the
norm function. Expressing each generator ðclÞo in terms of the skðoÞ’s we get,
using standard calculations, jjðclÞojj2o ¼ ellðoÞ; so that the norm function is
continuous.
We now give the expression for the cocycle associated to the Cn-algebra of a
vector bundle OE: As we showed in a more general setting in Proposition 3.5, it is
well known (cf. for example [17]) that the cohomology set H1ðO;UnÞ classiﬁes the
Hermitian vector bundles with rank n over O; now if E is identiﬁed by the Un-cocycle
ðfOig; faijgÞ then the aut On-cocycle describing OE is given by
ðj
*
aijÞðoÞt :¼ aijðoÞ#rþktaijðoÞ#r* ; ð4:4Þ
where tAðnr; nrþkÞCOn:
Let us give an explicit example. Recall by Corollary 2.2 that every zAH1ðO;TÞ
deﬁnes, for each nAN; a locally trivial continuous ﬁeldFz;n having as ﬁber the Cuntz
algebra On: Furthermore it is well known that z can be viewed, up to cocycle
equivalence, as a set of transition functions zij :Oij-T for a line bundle L over O:
Now, applying (4.4) we obtain thatFz;n is the continuous ﬁeld associated to yn#L;
where yn is the trivial rank n vector bundle over O:
We now prove the existence of non-isomorphic vector bundles having
isomorphic DR-algebras. By Theorem 4.1 the Cn-algebra OL associated to
a line bundle L is a continuous ﬁeld having as ﬁber the algebra CðTÞ of
continuous functions over the circle, so that is itself commutative. We introduce for
ro0 the notation Lr :¼ ðLnÞ	r: Note that ðL;LÞ ¼ CðTÞ; so that ðLr;LsÞ ¼
ði;Lr	sÞ and
0OL ¼ "
kAZ
ði;LkÞ: ð4:5Þ
Proposition 4.3. Let L be a line bundle over a compact Hausdorff space O:
(1) the spectrum of OL is the sphere bundle L1;
(2) OLCOLn :
Proof. (1) Let ðOi; lijÞAZ1ðO;TÞ be a family of transition functions forL: Then the
sphere bundle L1 can be conveniently described by the transition functions
sðlijÞðo; zÞ :¼ ðo; lijðoÞzÞ; with ðo; zÞAOij  T: Now, note that if cAði;LkÞ then we
have a local description of c in terms of continuous functions ci :Oi-C satisfying
the relation
ciðoÞ ¼ lkijðoÞcjðoÞ: ð4:6Þ
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Let now pi :LjOi-Oi  C be a set of local charts deﬁning the transition functions
ðOi; lijÞ: We deﬁne continuous functions #ci :Oi  T-C by setting #ciðo; zÞ :¼
ciðoÞz	k: Now, as by (4.6) the identity #ci3sðlijÞ ¼ #cj holds, we ﬁnd #ci  pi ¼ #cj  pj :
We denote by #c the continuous function on L1 obtained by clutching the maps
f #ci  pig: By extending the map c/ #c in the obvious way we obtain an isometric *-
algebra monomorphism 0OL+CðL1Þ: By applying for every local chart the Stone–
Weierstrass theorem on the factor CðTÞ in CðOi  TÞ we ﬁnd that the extended
map # : OL-CðL1Þ is also surjective.
(2) By (4.5) it follows that 0OL ¼ 0OLn : An alternative way to verify the
isomorphism is to observe that complex conjugation on the ﬁbers induces a
homeomorphism L1CLn1: on each local chart we deﬁne aiðo; zÞ :¼ ðo; %zÞ and the
identity
sðlnijÞ ¼ aisðlijÞa	1j
holds, so that a global homeomorphism is deﬁned by clutching the maps ai: &
Of course the previous example is very peculiar, our Cn-algebra OL being
abelian. Further examples relative to vector bundles with rank 41; relating
isomorphism classes of DR-algebras with topological K-theory, can be given over
the n-spheres. We refer the reader to a work in progress of Doplicher, Goldstein and
the author.
Keeping in mind the basic example of the Cn-algebra of a vector bundle it
is easy to obtain a similar description for the cases introduced in Section 3.
If u : G-Un is a unitary representation of a compact group G and E is the
vector bundle deﬁned by eAðu; uÞO then we obtain an action of G into the unitary
arrows in ðe; eÞ; so that on each space of intertwiners we have jr;kg ðtÞ :¼
g#
rþk
tg *#
r
; tAðer; erþkÞ (here we write g for uðgÞ). Note that the G-action
commutes with the canonical endomorphism (see Section 2), and we have a grading
preserving action by automorphisms of G on OE: The ﬁxed point algebra OE;u is
generated by the intertwiners ðer; erþkÞG :¼ ftAðer; erþkÞ: jr;kg ðtÞ ¼ tg and has the
structure of a continuous ﬁeld of Cn-algebras with ﬁber Cn-algebras of the type OG
deﬁned in [12].
Similarly in the case of a representation ðn; uÞ of a unital Hopf Cn-algebra ðA;DÞ;
by extending to OE map (3.6) we obtain the following coaction (see [37] for a detailed
study of similar coactions on Cuntz algebras):
Fu :OE-OE#A:
As OE is exact the map above is a morphism of continuous ﬁelds of C
n-algebras
(see [20]). We have the ﬁxed point continuous ﬁeld
OE;u :¼ ftAOE: FuðtÞ ¼ t#1g:
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5. Non-commutative extensions
In this section, we discuss the existence of tensor structures on the extension of a
given strict tensor Cn-category by a non-commutative Cn-algebra. In Section 3 we
showed that in general these structures fail to exist; thus we have to modify our
deﬁnition for CA; adopting a procedure that is just the abstract version of the left
action on a Hilbert Cn-bimodule. Constructions of the type we are going to expose
have been considered for the case C ¼ Hilb in [14, Section 1.7]; [32,35], the second
ones in the framework of the algebraic quantum ﬁeld theory.
We now start our general construction. Let C be a Cn-category, A a unital Cn-
algebra with center Z: We consider homomorphisms
f : A-ðr; rÞA; ð5:1Þ
where r is an object in C; and call them amplimorphisms. Applying the methods of
Section 3 we obtain a full subcategory ModðC; AÞ of CA; with objects the
amplimorphisms f and arrows
ðf;cÞM :¼ ðfð1Þ;cð1ÞÞ:
We also deﬁne the not full subcategory BimodðC; AÞ having the same objects of
ModðC; AÞ and arrows
ðf;cÞ :¼ fxAðf;cÞM : cðaÞx ¼ xfðaÞ; aAAg:
Note that each object eAðr; rÞZ of CZ deﬁnes an amplimorphism feðaÞ :¼ e 
a#1r ¼ a#1r  e: Thus there is the following sequence of immersions of Cn-
categories:
CZ+
f
BimodðC; AÞ+i ModðC; AÞ+CA; ð5:2Þ
where the third is a full immersion. Each ðf;cÞ has the structure of a Banach Z-
bimodule, with coinciding left and right actions cðaÞt ¼ tfðaÞ; tAðf;cÞ; aAZ: The
same deﬁnition for aAA provides a structure of Banach A–A-bimodule for ðf;cÞM:
Remark 5.1. Note that we could consider as well endomorphisms of the type
j : A-ðr; rÞB; obtaining the corresponding structures of Banach A–B-bimodules.
We denote the corresponding Cn-category by BimodðA; B;CÞ: In particular the
categorical analogue of a Kasparov module can be deﬁned as a couple ðj; FÞ; where
j is an object in BimodðA; B;CÞ; F belongs to the ideal ‘‘compact operators’’
Kj :¼ ði;jÞMðj; iÞMCðj;jÞM and satisﬁes the usual properties ½F ;jðaÞ;
ðF2 	 1ÞjðaÞ; ðF 	 FnÞjðaÞAKj for every aAA:
As to be expected, an analogue of Proposition 3.1 holds:
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Proposition 5.1. Let C be a Cn-category, A a unital Cn-algebra. Then
(1) BimodðA;CÞ has subobjects;
(2) if C have direct sums, so do ModðA;CÞ; BimodðA;CÞ:
Proof. (1) Let eAðf;fÞ be a projection. As e is in the commutant of fðAÞ the
amplimorphism a/fðaÞ  e is deﬁned, so that BimodðA;CÞ has subobjects.
(2) As BimodðA;CÞ is a subcategory of ModðA;CÞ it sufﬁces to prove the
statement only in this ﬁrst case. Let now f : A-ðr; rÞA; c : A-ðs; sÞA be
amplimorphism. With the same notations used in the proof of Proposition 3.1 we
consider a direct sum t of r; s in C: Then we deﬁne vf :¼ fð1Þ  1#v; wc :¼
cð1Þ  1#w and the map dðaÞ :¼ vnffðaÞvf þ wnccðaÞwc from A into ðt; tÞA: We leave
to the reader the veriﬁcation that d is an amplimorphism and a direct sum
for f;c: &
Let now C be a strict tensor Cn-category with identity object i: Our aim is to prove
that ModðC; AÞ can be endowed with a natural strict semitensor structure, while
BimodðC; AÞ becomes a strict tensor Cn-category. In order to better illustrate our
construction let us give an example: we consider the category end A having the same
objects and arrows as end A as introduced at the end of Section 3, but ﬂipped tensor
product rs :¼ s3r; r  s :¼ s0ðrÞs ¼ ssðrÞ; rAðr; r0Þ; sAðs; s0Þ: We embed end A
(not fully) in the category MðAÞ having the same objects of end A and arrows
ðr; sÞM :¼ fxAA: x ¼ sð1Þx ¼ xrð1Þg: Each ðr; sÞM is a A–A-Hilbert Cn-bimodule
with (not commuting) left and right actions given by r and s: We have also the
following semitensor structure:
rs :¼ s3r;
FtðtÞ :¼ tðtÞAðrt; stÞM; tAðr; sÞM:
(
By this deﬁnition the reason we choose end A instead of end A is evident. In end A the
map Ft would play the role of a left tensoring with an identity arrow, while we need
a right tensoring to get a semitensor structure. The objects inMðAÞ deﬁne naturally
Hilbert A–A-bimodules Xr :¼ ði; rÞM embedded in A; on which we can deﬁne the
tensor product
Xr#Ys :¼ fsðxÞy : xAXr; yAYsgCði; rsÞM
with A-valued scalar product /x#y; x0#y0S :¼ ynsðxnx0Þy0: As expected, we have
an embedding of ðr; rÞM into the Cn-algebra of right A-module maps on Xr#Ys
deﬁned by t/sðtÞ:
We now start the construction of our tensor structures. We have to deﬁne a
composition law for amplimorphisms; for this purpose we need the universal
properties of both the spatial and maximal tensor product, as stated by the
following:
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Lemma 5.1. Let r be an object of C such that the maximal and spatial Cn-norms
coincide on ðr; rÞAa : Then for each amplimorphism c : A-ðs; sÞA a morphism
cr;r : ðr; rÞA-ðsr; srÞA is deﬁned, given by the expression
cr;rða#sÞ :¼ cðaÞ1#cðaÞ2  s: ð5:3Þ
Proof. By property of the spatial tensor product we obtain, tensoring the identity on
A with the right tensor product with 1s; a morphism
ir : ðr; rÞ-ðsr;srÞA
deﬁned by js;rðtÞ :¼ 1#1r  t: Thus, by using the universal property of the maximal
tensor product, we deﬁne cr;r :¼ ðir3cÞ#js;r: &
The hypothesis of the previous lemma is satisﬁed if, for example, C has conjugates
(see [23, Lemma 3.2]), or A is nuclear. In such a case we introduce on the objects of
BimodðC; AÞ the product
fc :¼ cr;r3f ð5:4Þ
with identity the amplimorphism iA : A-ði; iÞA deﬁned by iAðaÞ :¼ a#1i: We
now state some relations in order to deﬁne a tensor product on the arrows
of BimodðC; AÞ: First of all note that the previous lemma implies that the
linear map
cr;r0 ðxÞ :¼ cðx1Þ1#cðx1Þ2  x2Aðsr; sr0ÞA
is well deﬁned as a Banach space map for xAðr; r0ÞA (note that the notation is
consistent with (5.3)). By verifying on the algebraic tensor products and as cr;r0 is
bounded we obtain, for x0Aðr0;r00ÞA
cr;r00 ðx0xÞ ¼ cr0;r00 ðx0Þ  cr;r0 ðxÞ: ð5:5Þ
We also consider for each r the Banach space map
irðyÞ :¼ y1#y2  1rAðsr; s0rÞA
with yAðs; s0ÞA: Let now f;f0;c;c0 be amplimorphisms with xAðr; r0ÞA;
Cðf;f0Þ yAðs; s0ÞACðc;c0Þ: Then for tAðr; r0ÞA we ﬁnd, with the same argument
of (17),
ir0 ðyÞ  cr;r0 ðxÞ ¼ c0r;r0 ðtÞ  irðyÞ: ð5:6Þ
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So we deﬁne
x  y :¼ c0r;r0 ðxÞ  irðyÞ ¼ ir0 ðyÞ  cr;r0 ðxÞ: ð5:7Þ
Proposition 5.2. Let A be a unital Cn-algebra and C a strict tensor Cn-category
such that for each object r of C the maximal norm on ðr; rÞAa coincides with the
spatial norm. Then, endowed with the tensor product defined in (5.4) and (5.7),
ModðC; AÞ is a strict semitensor Cn-category and BimodðC; AÞ is a strict
tensor Cn-category.
Proof. We verify that x  yAðfc;f0c0Þ; by (5.5) and (5.6) we obtain, with aAA;
x  y  fcðaÞ ¼c0r;r0 ðxÞ  irðyÞ  cr;rðfðaÞÞ
¼c0r;r0 ðxÞ  c0r;rðfðaÞÞ  irðyÞ
¼c0r;r0 ðxfðaÞÞ  irðyÞ
¼c0r;r0 ðf0ðaÞxÞ  irðyÞ
¼c0r0;r0 ðf0ðaÞÞ  c0r;r0 ðxÞ  irðyÞ
¼c0f0ðaÞ  x  y:
The same computation for a ¼ 1 shows that x  yAðfc;f0c0ÞM if xAðf;f0ÞM;
yAðc;c0ÞM: The other properties of tensor product can be veriﬁed by routine
computations. &
Note that the space of intertwiners of the identity object iA is isomorphic to ði; iÞA
in the category ModðC; AÞ and to ði; iÞZ in the category BimodðC; AÞ:
Example 5.1. The motivating examples come from the case C ¼ Hilb: Then
CZ; BimodðC; AÞ; ModðC; AÞ;CA correspond, respectively, to the categories
of vector bundles over the spectrum of Z; Hilbert A–A-bimodules with
arrows commuting with left and right action ([14, Section 1.7]), Hilbert A–A-
bimodules, Hilbert A-modules. Consider in fact an homomorphism f : A-Mn#A:
Then we get a projective Hilbert A–A-bimodule X :¼ fxAA"n : fð1Þx ¼ xg; A
acts on X on the left by a; x/fðaÞx and on the right by x; a/xa: The Hilbert
Z-bimodule Xf :¼ fxAX: fðaÞx ¼ xa; aAAg is also deﬁned. As expected we
have a tensor product in the categories of vector bundles and Hilbert A–A-
bimodules (choosing the morphisms commuting with the actions), while
only a semitensor structure is allowed on Hilbert A–A-bimodules, as well
known.
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Example 5.2. Let B be a unital Cn-algebra with trivial center. The objects of
Bimodðend B; AÞ are given by endomorphisms
f : A-ðr; rÞACA#B;
where r is an endomorphism on B: The identity object in Bimodðend B; AÞ is the
natural immersion i : A+ðiB; iBÞACA#1B; where iB is the identity automorphism
on B; this implies
ði; iÞM ¼ ðiB; iBÞACA;
while
ði; iÞCfxAðiB; iBÞA : a#1B  x ¼ a#1B  x; aAAgCZ:
Now for each f the following Banach space is naturally deﬁned:
Xf :¼ ði;fÞM :¼ fxAðiB; rÞA : fð1Þx ¼ xg:
Xf is a Hilbert A-module in A#B with the usual A-valued scalar product and right
multiplication. There is a left action of ðf;fÞM and this implies that a left action
a; x/fðaÞx of A on Xf is deﬁned.
We now state some elementary properties of the DR-algebras associated to objects
belonging to the categories appearing in (5.2). We denote by the notation Of;M the
DR-algebra associated to an amplimorphism f as an object of ModðC; AÞ: The
following proposition is a categorical version of [11, Proposition 3.4].
Proposition 5.3. The inclusion functor BimodðC; AÞ+i ModðC; AÞ induces a mono-
morphism i : Of+Of;M such that iðOfÞDA0-Of;M: If for some rAN the space of
arrows ðiA;frÞ contains an isometry then iðOfÞ ¼ A0-Of;M:
Proof. The proof follows the same line as in [11]. For reader’s convenience we
expose some elementary facts about the ﬁrst assertion. The embedding of the Cn-
algebras follows by functoriality. Now, A is embedded in Of;M as the space of arrows
of the identity object and if tAðfr;frþkÞ the multiplication by aAA is given by
at ¼ a  fð1Þ ? fð1Þ  t
¼ a  frþkð1Þ  t
¼frþkðaÞt ¼ tfrðaÞ
¼ t  a  frð1Þ ¼ ta
and this proves that arrows between tensor powers of f commute with elements
of A: &
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The following results characterize DR-algebras in ModðC; AÞ;BimodðC; AÞ
coming from ‘‘commutative objects’’ belonging to CZ:
Lemma 5.2. Let A be a unital Cn-algebra, C a strict tensor Cn-category with identity
object i such that ði; iÞ ¼ C; eAðr; rÞZ an object of CZ such that ði; eÞ is finitely
generated as a right Hilbert Z-module. If fe is the amplimorphism defined by e; then
for r þ kX0:
(1) ðer; erþkÞ ¼ ðfre;frþke Þ;
(2) ðfre;frþke ÞM and ðer; erþkÞ#ZA are isomorphics as Banach A–A-bimodules.
Proof. Let tAðer; erþkÞ: By deﬁnition of fe it follows that t (we write t for iðtÞ)
belongs to ðfre;frþke Þ if and only if commutes with aAA; but
at ¼ a  erþk  t
¼ aðerþkÞ1t1#ðerþkÞ2t2
¼ at1#t2 ¼ t1a#t2
¼ ta:
Let now tAðfre;frþke Þ; as ði; eÞ is ﬁnitely generated there exists a ﬁnite set fcigCði; eÞ
such that e ¼Pi cicni and this implies that each ði; erÞ is ﬁnitely generated by
elements of the type cI :¼ ci1ycir : Now we have seen that ði; erÞCði;freÞ so that
tIJ :¼ cnI tcJAði; iÞCZ and t ¼ erþkt ¼ ter ¼
P
IJ tIJcIc
n
J belongs to ðer; erþkÞ: For
the second point, we deﬁne the map from ðer; erþkÞ#ZA into ðfre;frþke ÞM by t#a :
¼ at: As ðatÞna0t0 ¼ ðana0Þðtnt0Þ the map is injective, and by the argument of (1) if
xAðfre;frþke ÞM we get a decomposition x ¼
P
IJ xIJcIc
n
J ; xIJAA; so we have the
surjectivity. &
Corollary 5.1. With the hypothesis of the previous lemma, there is an isomorphism of
Cn-dynamical systems ðOe; seÞCðOfe ; sfeÞ:
We apply the previous results to Hilbert Cn-bimodules. Let X be the Hilbert Cn-
bimodule deﬁned by the amplimorphism f : A-A#Mn as in Example 5.1. By using
the notations of [11] and referring to Example 5.1, we get an isomorphism
Of;MCOXA ; where OXA is the Pimsner C
n-algebra associated to X; while OfCOAXA;
where O
AXA is the subalgebra of OXA generated by the arrows for which left and right
actions of A coincide. We denote by ðXr;XrþkÞ the spaces of right A-module maps
from Xr into Xrþk; that are the arrows generating OXA : As we stated in the general
case, there is an embedding O
AXA+OXA such that OAXADA
0-OXA : We say that A is
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normal in OXA if A ¼ ðA0-OXAÞ0-OXA : Let now sX be the canonical endomorphism
deﬁned on OAXA : We say that sX is inner if X
f :¼ X-O
AXA is ﬁnitely generated as
Hilber Z-module and with support 1 in OXA :
Proposition 5.4. Let X be a Hilbert A–A-bimodule defined by an amplimorphism
f : A-Mn#A; A normal in OXA : Then the following are equivalent:
(1) there exists a vector bundle E over the spectrum of Z with module of section
isomorphic to Xf and XCXf#ZA;
(2) sX is inner;
(3) ðOE; sEÞCðOAXA; sXÞ and OXACOE#ZA:
Proof. As Xf is ﬁnitely generated it is isomorphic to a projective HilbertZ-module,
hence isomorphic to the module of section of a vector bundle E: Now sX is inner if
and only if the injective A-module map c#a :¼ ca from Xf#ZA to X is surjective,
so that the deﬁnition of the left action f is forced by fða0ÞðcaÞ :¼ ca0a: The
equivalence with the third statement is consequence of Lemma 5.2 and Corollary 5.1
applied to the projection eAMn#Z deﬁned by Xf: we obtain in this way the
isomorphism ðOE; sEÞCðOAXA ; sXÞ; and a family of compatible Banach A–A-
bimodule isomorphisms ðXr;XrþkÞCðEr;ErþkÞ#ZA: This implies the isomorphism
between the algebraic tensor product 0OE#ZA and 0OXA : Now observe that by
nuclearity of OE there is a unique C
n-norm deﬁning the tensor product OE#ZA
(in the sense of [19], see also [4]), that coincides with the norm on OXA for which
the circle action is isometric. &
Let E be a vector bundle over a compact Hausdorff space O: We endow O1E
with a structure of a Hilbert O0E–O
0
E-bimodule by deﬁning the right action c  x :¼ cx
and left action x  c :¼ sEðxÞc; where xAO0E; cAO1E and sE is the canonical
endomorphism on OE: Note that O
1
E is generated by ði;EÞ; on which left and right
actions coincide. The previous proposition then implies (see [30] for an analogue
result):
Corollary 5.2. Let E be a vector bundle over a compact Hausdorff space O: Then
(1) O1ECði;EÞ#CðOÞO0E;
(2) OO1E
COE#CðOÞO0E:
6. Final remarks
This paper does not claim to be exhaustive. There are several interesting open
questions that are the subject of the previously quoted work in progress between
Doplicher, Goldstein and the author, ﬁrst of all the geometrical characterization of
the class of vector bundles having isomorphic DR-algebras. Another open question
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is the computation of the K-theory of such Cn-algebras; note that for DR-algebras
[1,16] a Pimsner–Voiculescu exact sequence holds, so the ﬁrst step should be the
computation of the K-theory of the zero grade algebra, that is an inductive limit of
continuous ﬁelds of matrix algebras.
The notion of extension can be used to introduce K-type functors. Given in
fact a Cn-category C with direct sums and a Cn-algebra A we can consider the
set of unitary equivalence classes of objects in CA; we endow it with the operation
of direct sum (that is deﬁned on CA by Proposition 3.1) and introduce the
associated Grothendieck group KCðAÞ; that coincides with the usual K-theory
of A in the case C ¼ Hilb: Properties as functoriality, homotopic invariance
and additivity can be easily veriﬁed. We defer to a future work the analysis
of the other homology properties (continuity, half exactness), as well as the
study of interesting cases (as the closure for direct sums of C ¼ end B in
Example 3.4).
A further interesting point is the extension of Doplicher–Roberts duality
for compact groups to categories with not trivial space of intertwiners of
the identity object. An important step in the theory is the crossed product of a
Cn-algebra by an endomorphism satisfying certain properties (namely permutation
symmetry and special conjugate property, see [15]); in that case the Cn-algebra
has trivial center and the endomorphism is implemented by a Hilbert space in
the cross product, while in the cases discussed here (for example the Cn-algebra
of a vector bundle) the canonical endomorphism is implemented by a ﬁnitely
generated module over the center. The construction of such a generalized crossed
product of a Cn-algebra with not trivial center by an endomorphism should give the
ﬁrst step towards an extension of Doplicher–Roberts duality in the sense stated
above. Some work in this direction has been done in [3], in the setting of Hilbert Cn-
systems. In this context free right modules over the center of the given Cn-algebra
appear, but the example of the Cn-algebra of a vector bundle shows that more
general objects can be considered, as the (not free) modules of section of vector
bundles.
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